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 results between before and after the experiment(*p<.05).

Experiment Design and participants

First and Third person view in the fetus

Visual Image of the fetus

Users put on an HMD, hold a controller.
The 360-degree video while being wrapped
 in a stretchable cloth.  The experience ends.
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There were significant differences of p <.05 in particularly in “(9) I feel at 
ease” and “(11) I am nervous” . The results showed that the VR experience 
with the cloth could create relaxing effects, whereas the degree of relaxation became lower after the VR experience without the cloth.
These results indicate that being swaddled when experiencing fetal VR can invoke positive emotions and reduce tension.

Developed system:
Swaddled by cloth

Objective

No negative effects of being swaddled in cloth were found.
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System overview
HMD

 Using the cloth during fetal VR could reduce anxiety about the future and bring ease.
 Anyone who owns an HMD and a cloth can reproduce this system easily. 

“Otonamaki” comes from “Okurumi” method. 
“Okurumi” is a Japanese method of calming down 
 a baby by swaddling their whole body in cloth. 

-Background “Okurumi” “Otonamaki”

 results between before and after the experiment(*p<.05).

the VR experience 

Some relaxation methods create a sensation of returning to the fetal stage.e.g. floating tank. 
Using a stretching fabric, we developed simple and compact fetal VR system for relaxation.
Does the stretching fabric contribute to the relaxation in our fetal VR?

 Anyone who owns an HMD and a cloth can reproduce this system easily. 

First and Third person view in the fetus

Result

Conclusion

Research Question

Solutions

Apply to medical devices and therapy.
A tactile feedback to convey the sensation of mother stroking her stomach.
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Being wrapped


